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PERSONA 1: 
Roles & 
Responsibilities

Job title Vice President

Digital Strategy; Distribution

Organization Mid-market luxury hotel; 75 locations worldwide; headquartered in Europe

Career Path Background in revenue management; worked his way up in hotel industry

Manager>Director>VP

Responsibilities Revenue management; Digital strategy; Loyalty and CRM; Reservations

Decision-making power Yes

Goals Maximizing revenue and occupancy

Challenges Looking to realize/maximize lifetime value of a customer

Wants best-in-breed online presence; to provide a bespoke hotelier experience 
in a digital environment

Not yet well versed on digital experience (the idea that the digital interaction 
between hotel and guest doesn’t stop when the guest books)

Looking to be educated and convinced

Needs minimum red tape and overhead, maximum efficiency

Other Thought-leader and influencer in industry

Sits on tech board (HTNG)

Works with GHA

NEKO



Gender Male

Education Highly educated/attended various high-profile institutions in Europe

Income $200,000-$700,000

Location Europe

Personality/demeanor Upwardly mobile, very fast high-riser

Very strategic, hands-off

Very formal, old-world traditional

Other Multilingual, high-society, global outlook

PERSONA 1: 
Demographics

NEKO



How we help By ensuring Neko understands what digital experience is, what it means, 
and the impact it can have on revenue, loyalty and retention

Objections Budget; don’t believe there’s a true business case for digital experience

Elevator pitch Delivering an exceptional digital experience is a great way to maximize 
revenue

Channels Email

LinkedIn

Blogs / written content

Language and tone Very formal

Focused on hoteliers, hospitality—not marketing

PERSONA 1: 
Approach

NEKO



Job title Executive Vice President 

Marketing, Brand

Organization Mid-market luxury hotel; 100 locations worldwide; headquartered in Asia

Career Path Sales and marketing; Hotel industry; Large hotel brands
(Marriott/Starwood)

Began career in sales at property level

Manager>Director>VP>EVP

Responsibilities Marketing and brand strategy; E-commerce and digital; Loyalty

Decision-making 
power

Yes

Goals Maximizing revenue and occupancy

Challenges Needs information in order to make informed decisions

Looking to empower her team, give them the tools they need to do their 
jobs to the best of their abilities

Other Sales-focused first, marketing second, digital third

Doesn't care how it’s built, just that it works - and how effective and 
efficient it is

Relies heavily on her team and trusts them

PERSONA 2: 
Roles & 
Responsibilities

EILEEN



Gender Female

Education Canadian university

Income $150,000-$700,000

Location Asia

Personality/demeanor Loyal, relies on her team and knows they rely on her

No-nonsense, direct

Other Well-networked worldwide; Ex-pat, but worldly, immersed in local culture 
(as are most execs in Asian hotel industry)

PERSONA 2: 
Demographics

EILEEN



How we help By ensuring Eileen understands how a digital experience helps grow her 

brand, and how our technology empowers her team to deliver on their 

goals.

Objections Budget; do I need to hire more resources/how much workload will this 

add to my team

Elevator pitch Take advantage of the experiential aspect of your brand, and bring it to 

life online.

Channels Email

LinkedIn

Blogs / written content

Videos

Language and tone Business casual

Sales- and marketing-focused

PERSONA 2: 
Approach

EILEEN



Job title Vice President 

Customer Technology; Digital Solutions

Organization Mid-market luxury hotel; 250 locations worldwide; headquartered in 
North America

Career Path Digital marketing/content marketing; Consumer brands; Hotel industry

Manager>Director>VP

Responsibilities All digital solutions/technology

Mechanics of digital experience

Loyalty and CRM

Decision-making 
power

Yes

Goals Maximizing revenue and occupancy

Challenges Understands the digital experience conceptually

Needs to figure out the technical side of the experience (the how) to 
determine how to best move digital experience forward

Needs to prove that the technology works, is effective, drives revenue

Wants to look under the hood

Other Technical minded, experience with Sitecore, Adobe, all of the tools in the 
ecosystem

E-commerce-focused, looking to tie technology directly to revenue

PERSONA 3: 
Roles & 
Responsibilities

GREG



Gender Male

Education U.S. state universities

Income $100,000-$500,000

Location Southern U.S.

Personality/demeanor Tech-savvy, problem solver

Digital practitioner, not a strategist; very hands-on

Casual, informal, off the cuff

Other American, mid-western, straight shooter

PERSONA 3: 
Demographics

GREG



How we help By ensuring Greg understands how our technology works, both on its own 
and in concert with other tech channels, and how it will help him drive 
revenue

Objections How is your technology built, how does the back end work? How 
customizable is it? Can I look under the hood, kick the tires?

Elevator pitch A technology-driven digital experience will elevate your brand in the 
marketplace and have a direct impact on your bottom line.

Channels Email

LinkedIn

Blogs / written content

Infographics

Videos

Language and tone Down to earth, casual

Facts and figures, brevity

“Tech guys” who do hotels

PERSONA 3: 
Approach

GREG



What business are we 
in?

Helping hotel brands deliver exceptional digital experiences

Target audience 
segments

Executive VP, Strategy
● Revenue management
● Digital strategy
● Loyalty and CRM
● Reservations

Executive VP, Technology
● All digital solutions/technology
● Mechanics of digital experience
● Loyalty and CRM

Executive VP, Marketing
● Marketing and brand 

strategy
● E-commerce and digital
● Loyalty

Needs and pains ● Needs to realize/maximize 
lifetime value of a customer

● Wants best-in-breed online 
presence; to provide a 
bespoke hotelier experience in 
a digital environment

● Needs to figure out the technical 
side of the experience (the how) to 
determine how to best move digital 
experience forward

● Needs to prove that the technology 
works, is effective, drives revenue

● Needs to see it in action

● Needs information in order 
to make informed 
decisions

● Looking to empower her 
team, give them the tools 
they need to do their jobs 
to the best of their abilities

Value proposition We empower mid-market luxury hoteliers worldwide to achieve their goals of revenue and occupancy growth 
through the development and deployment of exceptional digital experiences across the entire guest journey. We 
provide technology and services to help hotel brands strengthen the relationship between the brand, the 
consumer and the hotel. 

CONTENT FRAMEWORK



Decision stages 1. Learning about delivering great digital experiences
2. Evaluating my solution options
3. Choosing a provider

Content categories Understanding the Digital Experience How Digital Experience Marketing Works Building an Exceptional Digital Experience

Content topics ● Digital Experience Management 

(DEM): From content management 

to digital experience management

● Digital Experience Management: 

What Hotel Brands Need to Know

● Signs Your Hotel Group Needs a 

Digital Experience Management 

Platform

● A Digital Experience is More than a 

Website

● Why Your Loyalty Program Isn't 

Enough to Create Truly Loyal 

Guests

● How To Put Your Digital Content to 

Work for You: Using a DEM

● How to Engage Travel Consumers 

with Richer Content Experiences

● Beyond the Booking: Delivering 
Great Digital Experiences 
Throughout the Guest Journey

● Maximize Revenue and Occupancy 
by Delivering Great Digital Hotel 
Experiences

● Can You Do More with Your CMS 
than Build Webpages? 

● How To Manage Your Content Easily 
and Effectively using a DEM

● How Luxury Hotel Brands are 
Delivering Great Digital Hotel 
Experiences

● What Mid-Market Hotel Groups are 
Doing to Deliver Great Digital 
Experiences

● How to Deliver Localized Content 
Experiences while Maintaining 
Global Brand Consistency 

● Guide to Connecting with Today’s 
Connected Travellers

● What to Look for in a Hotel Digital 
Experience Management Platform 
(from DEM guide) 

● 7 Questions to Ask a Digital 
Experience Management Solution 
Provider (from DEM guide)

● How to Save Time and Money on 
Brand-Approved Landing Pages

● How to Speak Your Guests' 
Languages

● Leveraging the Experiential Aspects 
of Your Brand Beyond OTAs

CONTENT CATEGORIES & TOPICS



Buyer
Journey

Buyer Interest / Needs Achiga Customer Questions
Sales

Funnel

Awareness Interest: Learning about 
digital experience marketing

Need: Education

What is DEM?
How does DEM work?
How do I make the most of my brand’s digital assets?
Where is DEM going? 
Where is the hotel industry going?
What are my peers focused on?

Attract and Acquire

Consideration Interest: Evaluating my 
solution options

Need: Solution information / 
evaluation

What solutions/vendors are available?
How do I evaluate them effectively?
How do I know if a DEM is right for me?
How are my peers using DEM?
What are the risks/pitfalls?
What is the overhead/resource requirement?

Nurture and Qualify

Decision Interest: Choosing a provider

Need: Purchase / Decision-
making support

How much does the DEM platform cost?
What is the expected ROI?
Can I see the platform in action/get a demo?
How do I sell this approach (or expense) to the rest of the 
organization?
How do I know if Achiga is right for me?

Engage with Sales

BUYER QUESTIONS & STAGES


